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take turns raping him.
“He said the reason why he did not speak
out was because those boys had threatened
to kill him if he ever told anyone. One of the
teachers also said she heard that my son was
‘selling’ his body in exchange for noodles.
“If that was the case, why wasn’t I informed
as a parent? Something does not add up here.
This also means the school is not safe if such
things happen to children,” she fumed.
A disciplinary hearing was scheduled to
take place on June 3, but it was postponed for
June 14. The Department of Education initially
confirmed to this publication that it was aware
of the incident and had provided the necessary
support to affected learners by sending a social
worker and a psychologist.
However, Mpumalanga Mirror did not
receive a response to a media inquiry sent
regarding how far the investigation is and the
level of safety and security at the school.
Provincial police spokesperson, Brigadier
Leonard Hlathi said suspects are currently
waiting for an assessment from probation
officers who will give recommendation
based on their results.

BELFAST -”He said, mama they would take
me to the showers and would rape and forced
me to suck their private parts.”
The mother was called to attend a meeting,
little did she know she would discover that her
son was sexually assaulted by eight learners.
The mother of the victim, 12, needs answers
from PlatorandSkool/School which caters for
children with special needs.
She alleges that she was only informed
a week after the grisly incident. When she
received a call from the school to attend a
meeting on May 24, she inquired if there was
any problem with her son and she was told it
was a minor issue.
“There were other parents when I arrived and
to my surprise, I was told that eight other boys
had raped my son. I had to search for answers
which nobody was willing to give and what
hurt me the most, was that he was not even
taken to the doctor.”
She then requested the school to transport
her and her son to the clinic for a medical
examination as he also had sores on the mouth
and private parts, which later confirmed he had
been raped.
A case was also opened, however, what
puzzled her was the strange manner in which
the school responded to the matter.
“At the meeting, there was a representative
from the Department of Education who we
were told was from Kwaggafontein. She
warned me not to say anything because the
matter was only to be spoken about there.
“I refused and that is why I reported it to the
police and the reason why my son is at home
and not at school,” she said.
She also revealed details of the incidents
Mother of the victim demands answers from Plator and Skool/School.
related by her son about how the boys would
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Obey the rules CARING PREMIER SCORES VICTORY
MEC Latchminarian FOR POOR COMMUNITIES
STANDERTON - MEC for Public
works, Roads and Transport, Mohita
Latchminarian joined the Transport
Inspectorate during the Law enforcement
operation at Standerton in Lekwa Local
Municipality on Friday 04 June 2021
She said: “As the custodian of public
transport system, we want to ensure that
transport operators are complying with
the NLTA. Also, both public transport
operators and commuters must adhere to
the Covid-19 regulations.
“I am proud of the men and women in
uniform for making sure that community
members, particularly commuters, are safe
on our roads by ensuring that the public
transport on the roads is safe and reliable,”
said by MEC Latchminarian.

MEC for public works, roads and transport,
Mohita Latchminarian addresses transport
officers in Standerton.
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BONGANI HLATSHWAYO
TWEEFONTEIN 2 - Premier Refilwe
Mtshweni-Tsipanehas scored one of the biggest
victories for the poor of the poorest when she
diligently negotiated one of the best deals to
come out of a road accident compensation, to
date.
That’s when she met with the senior
management of Putco Bus Services following the
death of six commuters on 21 May 2021.
A few days earlier, Mtshweni-Tsipane paid
homage to the six deceased female passengers
who were on board the bus that burst into flames
along the R573 notorious Moloto Road that runs
between Pretoria and the rural municipalities
of Thembisile Hani and JS Moroka local
municipalities in Mpumalanga.
The Mpumalanga residents died after the Putco
bus they were travelling in caught fire. Some of
the passengers were burnt beyond recognition,
while four are still in a critical condition in
hospital with sever burn wounds.
At the accident scene homage visit, the premier
was accompanied by the MEC for public works,
roads and transport, Mohita Latchminarian, her
Gauteng counterpart, Jacob Mamabolo, MEC
for community safety, security and liaison, Vusi
Shongwe, Thembisile Hani local municipality
executive mayor, Nomsa Mtsweni, community
representative, Sam Masango and his crew,
including a religious delegation that had been
waging a protest at the accident to make known
their grievances over the R573 which has claimed
the lives of numerous citizens, maimed hundreds
of others over many decades.
WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAID:
So said Sam Masango: ‘It’s about time that the
Moloto Rail project has to happen and we appeal
to you premier that the construction to expand
the R573 road should happen. If that doesn’t
happen, which would be a better service delivery
initiative, then if it doesn’t happen, it would be a
dream in a long pipeline.
“The issue of the Moloto Rail project,
according to our information at hand, it has been
removed from the Presidential Infrastructure
projects. And for us it indicates that the
government has removed that project because
it has to be placed under the list of Presidential
Projects for it to be allocated funds.
“At the moment, we can regard it as a song
project. It has been removed by the Transport
Minister, Fikile Mbalula on the 24 July, 2020
without the consultation of our people, without
the consultation of the same government that
went to China, so to us, we are deposited with the
only mode of transport that is killing us.
“But premier, we give you our full support. We
appreciate what you have said today, on behalf
of the community we are saying: the journey to
remove Putco is a mountain. You must never
get tired and you must get a lot of water because
Putco on its own, it’s God of the department of
transport.
The premier needs all the prayers because she
might be an enemy to somebody. Put has secret
beneficiaries that is why Putco’s contract will
never end, it’s a green contract, it’s a simple fact
whether Putco kills people, their contract will
never end.
“The sad part is that our government is
presiding over genocide of its people,” said
Masango who’s been up in arms since 11
September 2020 appealing for a resolution over
the Moloto Road.
This was followed by a visit to pay the
provincial government’s deep felt condolences to
each of the families which was patiently adhered
to in a true African style.
HOW PREMIER OVERCAME PUTCO
The Mpumalanga Government delegation
that met Putco on Tuesday, 1 June 2021, led by
the Premier comprised of MEC for Community
Safety, Security and Liaison, Vusi Shongwe,
Nkangala District Municipality Executive Mayor
Concillor Sarah Masilela and Thembisile Hani

Local Municipality Executive Mayor Nomsa
Mtsweni.
She said it was important for the bus company
to take responsibility for the tragedy and do right
by the families as she said:
“Those people who died are residents of
Mpumalanga Province, they were bread winners,
mostly women. Most importantly, they were
mothers who had no choice but to board that bus
in order to put food on the table for their children.
“Seated where we are, we have an obligation
as public representatives, to make sure that those
women’s dreams for their children are fulfilled,”
said Mtshweni-Tsipane.
AFTER OVER SIX HOURS OF
NEGOTIATIONS, THE BUS COMPANY
AGREED TO PROVIDING THE
FOLLOWING FOR THE FAMILIES OF
THE DECEASED:
* A contribution of R100 000.00 towards
funeral expenses per family;
* Putco to replace the earnings of the
deceased and the injured with a monthly
minimum contribution of R10 000 per family
pending finalization of Road Accident Fund
processes or the payment from the public
liability insurance fund;
* Four critically injured commuters to be
transferred to Milpark private hospital
with full medical expenses amounting to
R1million per patient to be incurred by Putco,
in accordance with their policy provisions;
* All commuters who were involved in the
incident to receive post-accident trauma
counselling provided by Putco - This
counselling to also be provided for the
immediate families of the commuters
with bi-annual reports to be submitted
to Mpumalanga and Gauteng provincial
governments;
* Putco shall assist all the families with Road
Accident Fund or Public Liability Insurance
applications;
* Putco to provide two buses per family for
the funerals;
* Putco to consider employment
opportunities for one family member for each
of the deceased families;
* Provincial Government has committed
to appoint an independent private forensic
investigator within the next 14 days; and
* Provincial Government will also appoint
an independent actuaries to determine the
value of prospective financial loss.
Mtshweni-Tsipane said: “We are really
saddened by the accident that happened on
the Moloto road by Putco bus. We are here in
Thembisile Hani to visit the families. We’ve been
with them from day one.
“We’ve been engaging with Putco robustly
and frankly to express our concerns and
dissatisfaction because we are at the receiving
end as Mpumalanga. Most of the people

commuting between here and Gauteng, using
Putco, are our community members.
“In the main, they are bread winners as you
can see. All the people who have passed on are
women, those women were bread winners. They
went to Gauteng to hustle for the livelihoods of
their children.
“In the midst of that, they met their demise in
a manner that is so unfortunate and unwarranted.
And we are saying as Mpumalanga: for how long
must this has to go on? Year in and year, there’s
something happening on the Moloto Road around
Putco buses.
“We know by now that the Putco bus has not
been in a good condition. It started with flames to
which the driver was sensitised, but he continued
to drive on until it burst into huge flames.
“In the midst of that we have lost women
who went to Gauteng as street vendors to bake
fat cakes so that they can return to support their
families. We are saying: for how long should we
be subjected to such a situation.
“We have reached a point where we can no
longer take it anymore. There are many service
providers whose busses are in good condition.
Let us be given an opportunity to source buses
that can transport our people from here to
Gauteng.
“By the way, it’s not about those six women
who lost their lives there, it’s about them and
four and how many people are we talking about?
Some of them their children were about to start
studying at universities; some of them their
children were two to seven years old. Who is
going to look after them?
“As you can see, they were solely relying on
these six women’s work to put bread and butter
on the table. Who else can do that? We are
saying, over and above having dignified funerals,
we want Putco to take responsibility to carry on
the dreams and visions of these six women.
“They were dreaming possibly to have their
children as doctors, they were dreaming to
possibly have them as lawyers, as professional
nurses. What happened to those dreams today?
“They just evaporated into thin air. We are
saying we will refuse that those dreams to die
with these women. We are saying Putco must
compensate for the loss of lives so that we can
sustain the lives of those children.
“Those dreams cannot be eroded to a criminal
because the lives of those children without their
mothers, they are vulnerable and destitute. They
might end up being criminals who will go the
Putco premises and break-in and get arrested.
“They will remind us one day that they did that
because they lost their mothers because of Putco.
We are expected to respond as a society and we
are saying; this must come to an end, we want
due diligence and fairness in this regard.
“We will work closely with these families to
make sure Putco comes on board and makes firm
commitments. The aftermath of this incident has
been accomplished, we’ve got a full commitment
from Putco,” she ended.
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GERSHOM NTIMANE IS AN INSPIRATION
Multi-award winning gospel sensation,
Gershom Ntimane is such an inspiration
in the world of gospel music, that he’s
survived the devastating coronavirus
pandemic and continued producing music
despite the trying situation – he’s got two
singles and a fully prepared album tracks
ready yo be released.
“Since Covid-19, I think for me the
music industry has been doing well on my
side. I’ve had one of my projects, “The
Jesus I Touched,” which is a livestreaming.
From that livestreaming I’m managed to
write a lot of songs.
“I can really state that the industry so
far, has made me start all over unlike other
artists who start at zero. I have new brands
by Gershom Ntimane that are available
“Recently I released a new
single,Exiluvelweni, a Tsonga
song on national television.
Exiluvelweni,meaning, “At TheThrone,”
where it depicts that Jesus is close and
Jesus is coming here to his throne. That
is my most recent gospel release and has
been well received by many people.”
HOW COME THAT COVID-19 HASN’T
AFFECTED DESPITE THE ARTS
INDUSTRY COMING TO AN ABRUPT
STOP?

“I think it affected me once because at
the time of the National Lockdown being
announced by President Cyril Ramaphosa,
I was planning a live recording. I had to
stop and postpone that eventand it was
eventually cancelled.
“I couldn’t implement it as I had
planned to feature Benjamin Dube and
other local artists. That in itself affected
me because there was a lot of money put
into marketing the project, printing of
flyers and paying some of the people that
were supposed to help me. The expenses
incurred there, I couldn’t recover them.
“Although it affected me so much, but

going forward I said to myself that at least
it gave me a time to relax a bit, start over
and plan ahead, hence now I’ve been able
to record two singles and released one of
them.
“You Deserve It, was also received very
well. That song was written by Pastor
Mongwe from Sunrise Church. Secondly,
the song I’ve released now, Exiluvelweniis
doing very well. It’s been 50-50 for me
with Covid-19. Also taking the positive out
of Covid-19, I can safely say Gershom has
been nominated for the Ingoma Awards for
four categories.
“That for me is an achievement because
other artists couldn’t make it to that level.
Check out that now I’m nominated in the
IngomaAwards at national level. I’ve been
nominated for Artist of theYear, Best Male
Artist, Best Gospel Single and for Best
Songwriter.
“This is a national stage nominations
which set me well as I’ve dominated
provincially and now at national awards,
it’s a big achievement. In the Artist of
the Year category I’ve been nominated

alongside BusiRadebe, Kenny Nyathi and
other artists who’ve been at the top for
many years,” he stated.
AT LOCAL LEVEL, WHAT’S
HAPPENING?

“For me, locally it’s still dry for me. In
terms of being booked for activities, I’m
not sure because I’ve not been booked
because there are no shows. It’s online
things that are happening although
church activities are very active. We go to
different churches to minister there. So far,
that’s been the activities locally.”
HOW DOES THE FUTURE LOOK FOR
YOU?

“The future looks bright because in
February I recorded a private album. For
the future, I want to release that whole
album during the first week of July so that
everyone can just buy the music online.
I will extensively be promoting and
marketing that album, making sure that
people download the songs.
“We no longer sell CDs, it’s just

downloading and following meon
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. In terms
of developing young talent, I’m planning
on doing a recording when the Covid-19
is over. I’ve identified a few local artists
through my band, Flavoured Melody.
“I’ve recruited young talented guys
whom I’ve trained and given my songs.
I have a couple of them on my slate.
BonoloMokoena on hip-hip, Thabang from
Ximungwe, Samkelo who attends church
with me. I will develop their skills and put
them up there.
“They are still young all of them around
21 years of age, they are still in an age
group that’s trainable for the future,” he
concluded.

Claude wears the locally made crown
BONGANI HLATSHWAYO

Clinching the title and new crown.

MBOMBELA - Ben & Co from
Emjindi has made newly-crowned
Miss Mpumalanga 2021 queen, Claude
Mashego’s dream come true when
she became the first queen to wear
the newly designed crown on 29 May,
2021.
She scraped through a hotly
contested title that originally was
contested for by more than 400
contestants who were trimmed
down to the Top 30 that
eventually met the
judges face to face.
“That was one
of the highly
contested
title since its
inception in
2011 comprising
of a collection
of intelligent
contestants,”
Articulating MER’s
enthused one of the
objectives to society. judges, Tumi Mdluli.
“They really gave us
a tough time to eventually
come to a decision to crown Claude
Mashego. She really took the fight to
her competitors from day one and she
never let her guard down until the final
end. We’re proud to have eventually
chosen her as the ultimate queen,” said
Tumi.
Mzimari Productions’ CEO, Gugu
Nyarenda was besides herself with
joy as she said: “I’m happy with
your choice of the queen. I love
her already including first princess

Fezeka Malinga from Standerton
and the second princess, Kamokgelo
Maimela from Emalahleni. This is
truly representative of the province
with the three districts well balanced
as a provincial pageant of choice
that grooms young women to play a
meaningful role in society through
community initiatives of our main
sponsors, the Mpumalanga Economic
Regulator (MER).”
MER’s Marketing and
Communications Manager, Cedric
Chiloane curtly said: “You’ve nailed it
once again, giving us the best choice of
candidate to carry out our mission.”

Celebrating Africa Month.

Showcasing Emalahleni fashion
designer, Nomsa’s ball gown.
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World Environment Day 2021 is celebrated across the world
World Environment Day (WED)
was observed on Friday, 5 June 2021.
It is one of the biggest annual
eventsobserved to generate
awareness about the significance of
nature.
The day is celebrated across the
world to inform people that nature
should not be taken for granted and
must be respected for its values.
The UN Environment Programme’s
United Nations Environment
Programme(UNEP) is the principal
vehicle for encouraging awareness
and action for the protection of the
environment.
WED has grown to become a
global platform for communal
outreach, with participation from
over 143 countries annually; drawing
in Governments, major corporations,
NGOs and communities. Consistency
every year there is a new
fundamental concentration theme for
World Environment Day to observe.
THE THEME OF THIS YEAR’S
WORLD ENVIRONMENT
DAY IS:“ECOSYSTEM
RESTORATION”
The UN Decade on Ecosystem
Restoration aims to prevent, halt
and reverse the degradation of
ecosystems all around the world,
for the benefit of people and nature.
Only with healthy ecosystems can
we enhance people’s livelihoods,
counteract Climate Change, and stop
the collapse of biodiversity.
THE NATURE FUNCTIONING OF
THE EARTH’S ECOSYSTEMS
PROVIDE SERVICES
AND CONSTITUTES THE
FOUNDATION UPON WHICH
HUMAN EXISTENCE IS BASED.

BIODIVERSITY IS KNOWN TO
UNDERPIN THESE ECOSYSTEM
SERVICES, WHICH AMONG
OTHER INCLUDES:
• Provisioning services- provide
potable water, food, fibre and
medicine
• Regulating services which control
our climate, disease vector, crop
pests and pollinators;
• Cultural services that influence
our beliefs, traditions and provide
enjoyment opportunities and;
• Supporting Services that underpin
life on Earth through the cycling
of nutrients, soil formation and
photosynthesis.

“Ecosystem restoration means
assisting the recovery of ecosystems
that have been degraded or
destroyed, as well as conserving
the ecosystems that are still intact.
Healthier ecosystems, with richer
biodiversity, yield greater benefits
such as more fertile soils, bigger
yields of timber and fish, and
larger stores of greenhouse gases.
“Ecosystems restoration can take
many forms: Growing trees, greening
cities, re-winding gardens, changing
diets or cleaning up rivers and
coasts. What is needed above all is
Action from individuals, companies,
NGOs, Governments; everyone is
called upon to contribute to this
global movement.”says DARDLEA
MECMandlaMsibi.
WED 2021 also saw the launch
of the UN Decade on Ecosystem
Restoration, which will run through
until 2023, which is also the deadline
for the Sustainable Development
Goals and timeline scientists have
identified as the last chance to
prevent catastrophic Climate Change.

LEGISLATURE APPOINTS
NEW SECRETARY
MBOMBELA – The Mpumalanga
over the Executive and ensuring Public
Provincial Legislature has appointed Mr
Participation and Involvement of all
Hubert Shabangu as the new Secretary to
citizens of the province of Mpumalanga.
the Legislature with effect from 1 June
He further made a clarion call for a
2021.
united administration as
Shabangu’s post
he said: “Afragmented
is at the level of the
organisation is a troubled
Accounting Officer.
organisation,” as he
During his acceptance
encouraged unity which he
speech,Shabangu
believes that the unity will
appreciated the Speaker
make it easier to realise and
of the Mpumalanga
achieve the vision of the
Provincial Legislature,
Legislature. He committed
Ms Makhosazane
that under his leadership the
Masilela and the political
Legislature will follow all
leadership for the trust
internal controls prescripts
and responsibility
and that there will be little
entrusted to him to lead
room for discretion.
the administration wing
Shabangu joined the
of the Mpumalanga
Legislature in November of
Provincial Legislature.
2017 as the Chief of Staff
He has committed to
in the Office of the Speaker.
serving the Legislature
He was later appointed as
with honour, humility,
Executive Manager for
respect, distinction and
Corporate Services and on
integrity. He further
30 September 2020, he was
Mr Hubert Shabangu.
committed to ensuring
appointed as the Acting
that professionalism,
Secretary to the Legislature
fair labour practices,
until his confirmation as the
discipline and strengthened accountability
Accounting Officer of the Mpumalanga
prevail in the institution and that there will Provincial Legislature.
be transparency and openness.
Speaker Masilela acknowledged that
Shabangu further devoted his focus
Mr Shabangu brings with him an extensive
to the Legislature’s constitutional
management experience supported by his
mandate of Law Making, Oversight
relevant academic qualifications.

BONGANI HLATSHWAYO
We’re headed for one of the highly
contested ANC provincial conferences to be
held in a very long time. My take is that it’s
gonna be a democratic process to at least the
membership will have a wide choice among
the warring factions that will be contesting
on 18-20 June, if it still stands.
I’m somewhat worried because much as
we heard that acting provincial secretary,
Lindiwe Ntshalintshali submitted names
of suspects who are facing charges before
courts of law in the province, but their names
haven’t been disclosed as democratically,
their names should have been publicised
so that we guard against recycling the same
tainted individuals.
There are precisely about four contesting
factions at the moment. From the look
of things, standing where I am, there’s an
intention from some of them, to change
the status quo for the better; there’s also a
sign from others to abruptly grapple power,
whether it contributes to changing people’s
lives on the ground or not, as long as they

hold the power is what matters to them; there
are others, whom in my opinionated view should
focus on their current national duties and aspire to
grow nationally than stooping so low in contesting
provincial politics - they are up there already, all
they need is to be competitive and adequately
represent the province at that level to be always
listed on the national list.
Stomach politics has also contributed to the
many splits, yet being not wary of how much
damage has been caused by greed among
comrades which led to many commissions being
instituted like the state capture commission
presided over by Deputy Judge President Zondo.
To the contrary, the grappling for positions and
power should be quantified with the personal
attributes of individuals to the positive growth
of the organisation, first and foremost; secondly,
their personal track records in previous positions
held in the organisation or government whether
there are any attributions drawn from them
which can be utilised to meet the organization’s
mandate, which is primary that efficient services
are delivered to the communities.
Another option I expected to see, is a fusion of
old and young cadres because admittedly, there
are old, wise cadres who need to be infused with
young blood in order to transfer those workable
skills and experiences to the youth as future
leaders.
I’m afraid that stomach politics, which has
overtaken all adversaries, will overlook that and
forever we shall witness recycling of the same faces
which have been part and parcel of failing poor
South Africans on the ground.
It’s about time you listened to the people on the
ground and act upon their demands for once, then
you shall have got it right, although there are some
good elements among you.
Can we also avoid constituting leadership of
pensioners, but active leaders who can reach out to
all corners, irrespective colour, creed and gender
equality.
May the best men and women win and bring
forth change to themselves only, but the entire
movement and population.
We’ll be watching...
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DEPARTMENT OF CULTURE, SPORTS AND RECREATION
Policy and Budget Speech 2021/22
Financial Year comes at a time when
the world is faced with the COVID-19
pandemic. The country has been under a
national lockdown for the better part of the
2020/21 financial year.
The Coronavirus pandemic has affected all
aspects of our lives, especially in the sporting
and creative sectors. To minimize the effects
of the virus in society and to keep the service
delivery wheels turning, the Department
turned to innovation and adapted to the
Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) to deliver
services to the people of Mpumalanga as
mandated by the Sixth Administration.
The advent of the 4IR allowed us to
fight the spread of the disease with officials
working remotely and marked National
Commemorative Days, among others, in
hybrid and virtual formats. In the previous
Financial Year, the Department responded to
the call made by Minister of Sport, Arts and
Culture to provide a relief fund for artists
and athletes, who made a living from these
sectors and were unable to do so because of
the National State of Disaster.

CULTURAL AFFAIRS

Arts and Culture
The Department continues in its endeavour
to implement programmes and projects
that seek to foster constitutional values,
contribute towards combating racism,
xenophobia and related intolerances.
The Department hosted a Provincial
Social Cohesion Community Dialogue
Conference. We also hosted three National
Commemorative Days, Youth Day, Women’s
Day and Heritage Day. In the current
Financial Year, the Department will host
three Regional Social Cohesion Dialogues
and five National Commemorative Days.
All COVID-19 health and safety protocols
will be adhered to, as we are tasked to
advance social integration while celebrating
cultural diversity, we had to scale down in
hosting the Annual Mpumalanga Cultural
Xperience and South African Music
Traditional Awards hosted in the previous
Financial Year.
The two signature events, will be delivered
in the Third Quarter of the 2021/22 Financial
Year, in line with COVID-19 health and
safety protocols. The support of communitybased structures assists the Department to
cover broader space of service delivery.
In 2020/21 Financial Year, the Department
supported six structures such as Cultural
and Creative Industry Federation SA, Moral
Regeneration Movement, Mpumalanga
Heritage and Heal Our Land Prayer through
Big Fish Entertainment, Mpumalanga Gospel
Music Awards, Music Creatives Workshop
and Mpumalanga’s Got Talent. .
Language Services
Section 30 of the Constitution states that,
“Everyone has the right to use the language
and to participate in the cultural life of their
choice.” As per the Provincial Language
Act of 2014, the Department is mandated to
develop isiNdebele and Siswati to promote
multilingualism.
In line with this mandate, we will conduct
a IsiNdebele and Siswati Short Story Writing
Competition that will culminate in the
publishing of two short story anthologies.
This competition will unearth untapped
writing talents in the province. The entries
closed on the 4th of June 2021 and the
winners will be announced on International
Mother Tongue Day, 21 February 2022
where the two books will be launched.
Heritage and Museums
The arts, culture and heritage sector was
not spared by the COVID-19 pandemic
forcing closure of museums and cultural
institutions in the country. However, there
was a silver lining, in that our museums
and heritage sites managed to attract at least

more than 3 000 local patrons during the
2020/21 Financial Year.
The Department was also able to conclude
maintenance and restoration work at the
Diggings Site in Pilgrim’s Rest and Fernlea
House Museum in Barberton, respectively.
In the current Financial Year, we will
continue maintenance and restoration of
both provincial and municipal museums,
Mashishing and Nomoya Masilela.
The Department will continue to invest in
the transformation of the heritage landscape
in the province through the support of the
Provincial Geographic Names Committee.
In 2020/21 Financial Year, five geographical
names and features were reviewed as
follows: in Mkhondo Local Municipality,
Driehoek to Uhlelo, Ishelo to Uhlelo,
Donkerhoek to Entababusuku, Kransbank to
eKaluka.
In Emalahleni Local Municipality; Piet
Koornhof Building has been proposed to
be renamed to Solly Moroape. These name
changes were submitted to the Minister of
Sport, Arts and Culture for approval.
We are also pleased by the recent
pronouncement by the Honourable Premier,
Refilwe Mtshweni-Tsipane to standardize
the naming of Kwamhlanga Government
Complex and its various buildings, as it
was done in the Provincial Government
buildings. This decision followed a broad
consultative process and will go a long way
in promoting tourism through flora and fauna
and immortalizing heroes and heroines, who
are significant in the history and heritage of
Nkangala District.
In the current financial year, the
Department will finalize the feasibility
studies and conceptualize designs for the
development of the Lowveld Massacre and
Saul Mkhize Legacy Sites as part of the
Resistance and Liberation Heritage Route
project through the budget allocated by the
National Department of Sport, Arts and
Culture.
This year marks the 35th Com-memoration
of the Mbuzini Tragedy where Samora
Machel and 33 of his countrymen perished
during a plane crash that took place on
the night of the 19th of October 1986. It
is envisaged that both Presidents of South
Africa and Mozambique will grace the
event during the major commemoration
coordinated by the Department of Sport,
Arts and Culture, in collaboration with the
Department of Culture, Sport and Recreation.
LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES

Library Services
In order to redress the imbalances of the
past and to provide equal opportunities, the
Department has provided access to library
services. In the 2020/21 Financial Year, the
Department completed one new state-ofthe-art library facility at Thubelihle Public
Library in Emalahleni Local Municipality.
We plan to build and complete two new
library facilities in Newtown in Steve
Tshwete Local Municipality and Kamatsamo
(Schoemansdal) in Nkomazi Local
Municipality and will continue to support
117 existing libraries with resources such as
free internet to create access to information.
We will also upgrade eMalahleni Public
Library. In the previous Financial Year, the
Department maintained five existing libraries
at Lynnville, Kamaqhekeza, Daggakraal,
Kwa-Guqa and Mafemani. In the current
Financial Year, working together with the
Department of Correctional Services, the
Department plans to carry out maintenance
work at Ogies, Sundra, Milan Park,
Lebogang, Mbuzini and Mbombela Regional
libraries.
In mitigating the challenges posed by the
COVID-19 pandemic, the Department has
launched a digital library platform, which
allows our people to read books anytime,
anywhere. The digital library has a collection
of 2 597 electronic books, inclusive of

MEC for culture, sports and recreation,
Thandi Shongwe.

fiction, non-fiction and books written in
indigenous languages.
In the current Financial Year, 1 000
electronic books will be procured, which will
accumulatively reach 3 597 electronic books.
Details on how to sign-up on the digital
library are available on the Departmental
website and social media pages.
The Department in collaboration with the
South African Library for the Blind increased
the number of mini-libraries from 21 to 28.
Mini-libraries provide services to partially
sighted users and at the moment it boasts
524 registered users. We are also pleased to
report that the Department has since received
funding for the implementation of the
Mpumalanga Library Management System
(MPULIMS) during the Second Budget
Adjustment of 2020/21 Financial Year.
The roll-out plan for the MPULIMS is
progressing well as it will enable libraries
to do cataloguing, classification, book
circulation, inter-library loans, registration,
management of administrators and patrons as
well as retrieving reports. All these functions
were done manually without the system.
Archives Services
In the 2020/21 Financial Year, we hosted
the Sixth Annual Oral History Conference.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it was
held in virtual format. The Oral History
Conference provides a platform to preserve
and restore the history and heritage of our
people. Preparations for the seventh edition
of the conference have started in earnest and
the Department is encouraged by interest
shown by our people, who responded in
numbers when we issued a call for papers.
SPORT AND RECREATION

In the last Financial Year, we successfully
hosted the Mpumalanga Cycling Tour. The
race is key in positioning the province as
the ultimate destination for sport tourism.
The Department working together with
Mpumalanga Cycling Union and the

National Lotteries Commission initiated
a transformation agenda to increase
the number of cyclists and teams from
previously disadvantaged communities.
To date, the department has donated
10 bicycles, which will go a long way in
transforming the sporting code that was
previously dominated by minority groups. In
September, we will host the annual Cycling
Tour.
In the 2020/21 Financial Year, the
Department hosted the Annual Mpumalanga
Sport Awards, which recognizes and honours
individuals and teams who excel both on
and off the field. We also wish to thank our
sponsors such as Nedbank, Indalo Hotel,
Curro Mbombela Academy, My Boet
Transport and SuperSport, who contributed
to the success of the event. The Mpumalanga
Sport Awards will happen later this year.
We regret to announce that the much
anticipated international rugby match
between the Springboks and All Blacks,
which was planned to be played at
Mbombela Stadium, was cancelled due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. However, this
high-profile game was substituted with
the Return of the Big Guns International
Boxing Tournament, at Graceland Casino in
Secunda.
The Bill of the Return of the Big Guns
featured some of the best fighters in the sport
and also upcoming talent from the province,
however, there is a need to promote Boxing
in the Province. We are also very proud to
have a team flying the Mpumalanga flag high
in the DSTV Premiership.
TS Galaxy FC has represented the
province with pride and honour this season.
The Mpumalanga Provincial Government
has provided support to the Rockets as
football is one of the vehicles government
uses to promote social cohesion and bring
much needed local economic development in
the Province.
School, Community Sport and Recreation
School, Community Sport and Recreation
was and still is the most affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic since most sporting
codes are contact in nature. All school
sport activities that are linked to the school
calendar were suspended. The Department
still managed to provide equipment and attire
to 162 schools, hubs and clubs to ensure that
when things return to normal they will step
out in style. 39.
The Department managed to support six
Local Leagues such as netball, football,
cricket, handball, basketball and tennis as
they were played in a controlled environment
that complied with COVID-19 health and
safety protocols.
The prospects of a full rollout of sports
activities is still uncertain since all contact
sport was suspended on the 19th of May
2021. Therefore, these sports activities will
remain suspended until further notice.
On the establishment of the High Altitude
Training Centre in Emakhazeni, which is a
multiyear project, we are pleased to report
that the bulk water service supply was
initiated in the 2020/21 Financial Year. The
work will continue in the current Financial
Year. This is an important milestone to
profile this mega project as we continue
to solicit external funding through Public
Private Partnership (PPP).

THE 2021-22 BUDGET STANDS
AS FOLLOWS:
Programme 1: Administration R115 211 million
Programme 2: Cultural Affairs R99 379 million
Programme 3: Library and Archives
Services - R212 091 million
Programme 4: Sports and Recreation R195 344
TOTAL BUDGET: R622 025 Million.
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MEC SASEKANI MANZINI REITERATES ON
ADHERENCE TO COVID-19 DURING LEVEL 2
MBOMBELA The main concern in the
fight against the coronavirus pandemic is
that when daily low levels of infections
are recorded and restrictions are eased,
communities tend to relax, hence lately the
daily new infections figures has begun to
rise.
This was the assertion of the MEC for
Health, Sasekani Manzini who noted that
“there’s a significant increase in the number
of new infections over the past five weeks
or so.
“The proportion of COVID-19 tests that
are positive has more than doubled in the
last month from around 4 per cent to more
than 11 per cent, even as we have increased
testing across the country.We are advised
that a positivity rate of over 5 per cent is a
cause for concern.
“It may only be a matter of time before
the country as a whole will have entered a
third wave.According to our health experts,
the recent surge in new infections is due to
the increasing number of social gatherings
where people are not observing essential
health protocols.
“These protocols include the wearing of
masks, social distancing, ensuring adequate
ventilation and limits on the number of
people who attend gatherings.Other sites of
increased transmission are funerals and socalled ‘after tears’ parties, as well as camps
and sporting activities at schools.
“Recently President Cyril Ramaphosa
noted that because rates of infection have
been low for some time, and because we
are all suffering from pandemic fatigue,
we have tended to become complacent.We
have not been as vigilant about wearing
our masks all the time, we have not been
avoiding crowded places, and we have been
socialising more.As a result, infections are
surging again.
“The President, has, therefore informed
us that the Ministerial Advisory Committee
on COVID-19 has therefore recommended
that the country urgently implement
further restrictions to limit the increase in
infections.
“He said it bases this recommendation on
the sustained increase in new cases in the
last 14 days, increased hospital admissions
in almost all provinces and an increase

in the proportion of COVID tests that are
positive.Further restrictions are necessary
to ensure that health facilities are not
overwhelmed and that lives that could be
saved are not lost.
“However, the President advised
that delaying the spread of the virus is
especially important now to allow as many
people as possible to be vaccinated before
the third wave reaches its peak.These
recommendations have been discussed
at the National Coronavirus Command
Council and with Premiers, mayors and
traditional leaders in the President’s
Coordinating Council.
“That was the reason why the National
Cabinet decided that the country will be
placed on Adjusted Alert Level 2 with effect
from 30 May, 2021,” she said.

* Non-essential establishments like
restaurants, bars and fitness centres will
need to close by 10pm. This is to allow
their employees and patrons to travel home
before the start of the curfew.
* All gatherings will be limited to a
maximum of 100 people indoors and 250
people outdoors.Where the venue is too
small to accommodate these numbers with
appropriate social distancing, then no more
than 50 per cent of the capacity of the
venue may be used.
This includes religious services, political
events and social gatherings, as well as
restaurants, bars, taverns and similar
places.

WHAT DOES THAT MEAN FOR THE
COUNTRY?
This means that:
* The hours of curfew will start at 11pm and
end at 4am.

SEVERAL IMPORTANT MEASURES
REMAIN IN PLACE.
* It remains mandatory for every person to
wear a face mask that covers their nose
and mouth at all times when in public
spaces.It is a criminal offence not to do so.
* The owners and managers of public
buildings, centres, shops, restaurants,
taxis and buses all have a responsibility
to ensure that people on their premises or
in their vehicles wear masks, and that the
appropriate social distancing measures are
in place.
* If you test positive for COVID-19, you
must self-isolate at home for a period of
10 days from when you first developed
symptoms.
* If you have been in contact with a person
who has COVID-19, you must also selfquarantine for a period of 10 days following
your exposure, even if you do not show
any symptoms.

* Identifying and isolating all contacts of
a positive case is our best mechanism to
prevent the virus from spreading further,
and so it is very important that we all obey
the rules for isolation and quarantine.
* Funerals remain restricted to no more
than 100 people, and, as before, night
vigils, after-funeral gatherings and ‘aftertears’ gatherings are not allowed.

“While the country is headed towards
a third wave of infections, we do not yet
know how severe this wave will be or for
how long it will last.
“According to the scientists that advise
government, said the president, the
severity of this third wave will largely be
determined by the amount of contact each
of us has with other people.
“This means that each of us needs to
think about all the people we come into
contact with each day and do everything
we can to limit those contacts.Sometimes
it is unavoidable to be in contact with other
people, such as at work or when shopping
or in public transport.
“In such cases, it is important that we
strictly observe all the health protocols by
wearing a mask, keeping our distance from
others and ensuring proper ventilation.
But wherever possible, we should cut
down on our contacts during this time.
“That may mean postponing social
engagements, avoiding public spaces and
not travelling unless absolutely necessary.
Gatherings are the greatest sources of
transmission, whether its weddings,
funerals, social parties, religious services,
political meetings or simply gatherings of
family and friends.
“We must remember that the virus does
not move from place to place by itself; it
relies on the movement of people,” she
ended.
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UMP SEALS SPOT IN ESPORTS
JABULANE KHUMALO
The University of Mpumalanga has included
eSports into its fold. The tertiary institution
will now be on a path to make its mark in the
University Sports South Africas’s eSports
community.
The USSA officially included eSport within
its structure two years ago. It has since grown
as more universities participate. The sporting
code has gained recognition as eSport as a bona
fide sporting code.
While sports is evolving due to the Covid-19
pandemic, eSport has taken the front seat.
UMP Sports and Recreation officer, Aggrey
Mokoena, says the sporting code will also
afford students who are not comfortable to
physically participate in sports a chance to take
part.
“Students are already involved in eSports;
they are always playing games on their laptops
or chess on their phones to blow off some
steam. This form of sport is giving them a
platform to participate in formal competitions.
We want to ensure that students participate in
sports and recreation activities even the ones
that do not want to be on the field.
“USSA eSports will be using FIFA 2020
as a way of ensuring universities are able to
compete, it is also one of the most popular and
most played games. Since we are in the process
of introducing eSports, it only makes sense
to align ourselves with what is being done for
2021 through the USSA office. FIFA 2020 is a
football game, and it can be played by anyone,
it has different difficulty levels, which ensures
that everyone is catered for,” he stated.
Mokoena went on to say that following the

first uptake, they will add a variety of games.
The university will also introduce online chess
using Lichess to ensure that students don’t
only play physically on campus but can also
participate with other users worldwide.
“We have seen some individuals that have
made a career from eSports and this is an

opportunity for our students to utilise and have
another stream of income after they graduate.
“USSA has planned for an eSports
tournament this year and it be open for all
students. This will ensure that students are
not limited to participation. They only need
to be confirmed registered students. We will

also have our own campus and inter campus
tournaments as the year progresses,” he
concluded.
Mokoena explains that eSports is played on
various platforms such as gaming consoles,
Personal Computer, laptop or desktop PC, as
well as mobile phones.
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